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Symmetry in Navajo Rugs

fter a peaceful welcome with the song of a bluebird, we began. We Looked at five Navajo rugs, and discussed their
symmetries:

#1 Burntwater rug by Louise Yazzie
#2 Changing Woman (Asdza’a’ na’dleehe’) rug, unknown artist, circa 1920
#3 Tree of Life rug by Marie Begay
#4 Revival rug by Rean Begay
#5 Pictorial rug by Master Weaver G.H.

It seems that all but the fourth rug have a vertical line of symmetry. However, we noticed that the feet in the two figures on
the second rug pointed to our left, which disturbs the symmetry. And while the shapes in the third rug are symmetric about
a vertical line, the colors are not. So we must ignore color if we want to say that this rug has a vertical line of symmetry.
Mathematically, we can say that there is vertical line symmetry ‘modulo color’.

We then did an activity where we were given half a rug, and–assuming vertical line symmetry–we had to construct the entire
rug, using available software. For example:

This half: Generated this rug:

This was an easy task! The point is that half the rug contains all the information necessary to construct the whole rug.
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Or does it? Let us look closely at the original rug, created by the modern Navajo weaver Ruby White. Do you see the artist
add interest by breaking the perfect symmetry?

Hint: check the skirt and headgear designs.

Here is another rug by the same artist, with the same type of symmetry. Is it perfectly symmetric?

We then looked again at the very first rug, and noticed that it has two lines of symmetry: one vertical, and another
horizontal:

The other rugs in this group do not have a horizontal line of symmetry. Because the rug has two lines of symmetry, we can
reconstruct the whole figure from just a quarter of it. So we did some exercises involving that construction. These exercises
proved more interesting than those involving a single vertical line.
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For example, we started with this quarter-rug:

Reflecting it horizontally and vertically gave us these four pieces:

But there was more than one way to fit them together.

One way didn’t quite work:

It gave us nice outside borders, but there was a seam in the middle.

So we found another way to fit the pieces together:

Here is the original rug, found on a card set by Museum of New Mexico Foundation. It was made between 1880 and 1920.
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We then explored a whole different kind of symmetry. This rug has NO line symmetry:

Flip it horizontally or vertically, and you can tell that it’s been flipped. The design in the middle has changed position. And in
this case it doesn’t matter whether you flip horizontally or vertically. You get the same change in position either way:

But this rug has rotational symmetry. If we rotate it 180 degrees around its center, it looks the same:

Here is the full rug from the late 1800s, sold by the Ganado Trading Post:
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Another way to describe this same symmetry is point symmetry. This sort of symmetry can be difficult to distinguish from
line symmetry. The letters S, N, Z have point symmetry, but not line symmetry, and young children often draw these letters
‘backwards’, as if a line reflection hadn’t changed them.

We then noted that the rugs with two lines of symmetry ‘automatically’ had point symmetry. But the converse is not true:
the rug above has point symmetry without having line symmetry.

It turns out that any figure with two perpendicular lines of symmetry will also have point symmetry. This is because the
composition of two reflections in perpendicular lines is a rotation of 180 degrees about their point of intersection:

More generally still, we discussed the following rather deep theorems:

1) The composition of two reflections in intersecting lines is always a rotation about their point of intersection. The

angle of rotation is twice the angle between the lines.

2) This angle must be taken as directed. If we change the order of composition, the direction of rotation changes.

3) Conversely, a rotation can be “factored” into two line reflections. One of the lines can be chosen arbitrarily, to go

through the center of rotation.

4) We can use this fact to prove that the composition of two rotations around distinct points is, in general, a rotation

around a third point. The proof gives the construction of that third point and of the angle of rotation.

The session concluded with some discussion of how to demonstrate these theorems in the classroom, using Navajo rugs and
dynamic geometry software.

Share your ideas with other Bluebird Math Circle participants at https://aimathcircles.org/Bluebird

New Question for Bluebird

What are some interesting properties of division?

BLUEBIRD SAYS—Curious question. I will fly around and seek an answer. Watch this space in the next
newsletter.

Submit your math-related questions at https://aimathcircles.org/Bluebird
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